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I - IDENTITY OF PARTY 

James Bernarde, petitioner/appellant, pro se, 

asks the SUpreme Court to accept review of the 

decision designated in part 2. 

II - DECISION 

2.1 The unpublished opinion of Division Two of the 

Court of Appeals, entered on the 9th day of Decem

ber, 2014, in case no. 44674-0-II [a copy of which 

is attahced to this motion]. 

2.2 That decision held: 

The trial court: 

(1) did not abuse its discretion in termin

ating Bernarde's SSOSA; [slip-op@ 1 ]. 

(2) erred in setting a term of community 

custody; [slip-op@ 1 ]. 

(3) erred in imposing community custody 

conditions relating to prescription 

medications and pornographic materials; 

[ slip-op @ 1 ] • 

and (4) did not err in imposing the community 

custody condition relating to 

plethysmograph testing with the 

clarification that such testing can 

[MFDR - Page 1 of 13] 

be ordered only for treatment purposes. 

[Slip-op@ 2]. 



III - ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

(A) DID THE SUPERIOR COURT HAVE THE LEGAL 

AUTHORITY TO PLACE BERNARDE BACK IN 

SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT AT THE DIRECTION 

OF THE DEPARTMENT? 

(B) CAN BERNARDE'S SSOSA BE REVOKED - IN 

WHOLE OR IN PART - BASED UPON AN 

ALLEGATION OF BEING TERMINATED FROM 

A TREATMENT PROGRAM HE HAD ALREADY 

COMPLETED? 

IV - STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

4.1 For a complete statement of the case, please see 

the Appellant's Opening Brief, which is incorpor

ated by reference. 

4.2 On October 10, 2003, Bernarde pled guilty to seven 

counts of childmolestation in the second degree. 

The trial court imposed a SSOSA sentence of 116 

months, and suspended all but 180 days. [slip-

op at 2]. 

4.3 As part of the SSOSA sentence, Bernarde was re

quired to undergo and successfully complete an 

outpatient sex offender treatment program for 

a period of 3 years, or until the program was 

successfully completed. [slip-op at 2]. 

MFDR - Pade 2 of 13] 



4.4 It is undisputed that Bernarde successfully com

pleted treatment in July 2009. [Id.] 

4.5 In May 2012, Bernarde's new Community Corrections 

Officer [CCO] directed Bernarde to resume sex 

offender treatment. [Id.] 

4.6 No legal authority exists by which (a) the Depart

ment may independently determine or direct that 

an offender resume sex offender treatment; or 

(b) the court may direct an offender to resume 

sex offender treatment once that treatment has 

been terminated by order of the court. 

4.7 On 30 January 2013, Bernarde was arrested for 

allegedly assaulting his wife. [slip-op at 3]. 

However, these charges were ultimately dismissed 

in the Tacoma Municipal Court having jurisdiction 

of the offense. 

4.8 In March 2013, Bernarde reported having incidental 

contact with minors. The first incident was when 

he was checking into a local motel, and a family 

came into the lobby. [SLip-op at 3]. 

4.9 The second was when Bernarde was doing electrical 

work at a family residence and the owner's children 

came home after school. Id. Nonetheless, the 

only evidence of these violations are Bernarde's 

polygraph disclosures. 

MFDR - Page 3 of 13] 



4.10 Based upon these incidents the Department asked 

the court to revoke Bernarde's SSOSA. 

4.11 The court revoked Bernarde's SSOSA based upon 

4.12 

4.13 

4.14 

six allegations: (1) failing to report a change 

of address within 24-hours of moving; (2) failing 

to obey all laws by violating a no-contact order; 

(3) failing to obey all laws by assaulting his 

wife; (4) being terminated from sex offender treat

ment; (5) failing to report to DOC within 24-hours 

of release from custody; and (6) failing to report 

having unauthorized contact with minors between 

March 1 and March 15, 2013. 

The only evidence admitted at the revocation hear

ing with respect to the allegation that Bernarde 

had unauthorized contact with minors were Bernar

de's admissions to the polygraph examiner . 

... To begin with, a SSOSA sentence may be revoked 

at any time if there is sufficient proof to reason

ably satisfy the court that the offender has vio

lated a condition of the suspended sentence or 

failed to make satisfactory progress in the treat

ment. State v. Miller, 180 Wn App 413, TI 11, 

325 P3d 230 (2014, Div-1 ), citing State v. McCor

mick, 166 Wn 2d 689, 705, 213 P3d 32 (2009). 

The decision to revoke a SSOSA sentence is gener

ally reviewed for an abuse of discretion. McCor-

[MFDR - Page 4 of 13] 



4. 1 5 

4. 1 6 

4.17 

4. 1 8 

4. 1 9 

4.20 

mick, 166 Wn 2d at 705. A trial court abuses 

its discretion when the "decision is manifestly 

unreasonable, or is exercised on untenable grounds, 

or for untenable reasons." State v. Rundquist, 

79 Wn App 786, 793, 905 P2d 922 (1995, Div-2). 

There are three steps which are included in the 

analysis of judicial discretion: 

First, the court acted on untenable grounds 

if its factual findings are unsupported by the 

record; [State v. Federov, 2014 WL 4792057, n 18 

(Div-2)]; 

Second, the court has acted for untenable 

reasons if it has used an incorrect legal standard, 

or the facts do not meet the requirements of the 

correct standard; [Id.] 

Third, the court has acted unreasonably if 

its decision is outside the range of acceptable 

choices given the facts and legal standard. Rund

quist, 79 Wn App at 793. 

A trial court also necessarily abuses its discretion 

when basing its decision on an error of law. Federov 

supra. 

However, whether a court has the legal authority 

to require an offender to undergo continued sex 

MFDR - Page 5 of 13] 



4.28 

4.29 

pletion of treatment. 

(8) Prior to the treatment termination hearing, 

the treatment provider and community correc

tions officer shall submit written reports 

to the court and parties regarding the offen

der's compliance with treatment and monitor

ing requirements, and recommendations regarding 

termination from treatment, including pro

posed community custody conditions. Either 

party may request, and the court may order, 

another evaluation regarding the advisability of 

termination from treatment. The offender 

shall pay the cost of any additional eval

uation ordered unless the court finds the 

offender to be indigent in which case the 

state shall pay the cost. At the treatment 

termination hearing the court may: (a) modify 

conditions of community custody; and either 

(b) terminate treatment, or (c) extend treat

ment for up to the remaining period of commun

ity custody. 

It is undisputed that - in accord with the foreoing 

provision - Bernarde's treatment was terminated 

by the court upon successful completion in July 

of 2010. 

[ MFDR - Page 6 of 13] 



sex offender treatment after its completion - based 

solely and completely on the request of a depart

ment ceo - is a question of statutory construction. 

Because this question hinges on statutory inter

pretation, de novo is the appropriate standard 

of review. State v. Armendarez, 160 Wn 2d 106, 

~ 6, 156 P3d 201 (2007). 

4.21 The statute relevant to the facts of the present 

matter is RCW 9.94A.670 [2002], which provides 

in relevant part: 

4.22 

4.23 

4.24 

4.25 

4.26 

4.27 

(5) As conditions of the suspended sentence the 

court may impose one or more of the following: 

(a) up to six months of confinement •.. ; 

(b) crime related prohibitions; 

(c) require the offender to devote time to 

a specific employment or occupation; 

(d) remain within prescribed geographical 

boundaries and notify the court or 

community corrections officer prior to 

any change in the offender's address 

or employment. 

(6) At the time of sentencing the court shall 

set a treatment termination hearing for three 

months prior to the anticipated date for corn-

[MFDR - Page 7 of 13] 



4.30 Although subsection (8) provides that at the treat

ment termination hearing the court may: (a) modify 

conditions of community custody; and either (b) 

terminate treatment, or (c) extend treatment for 

up to the remaining period of community custody 

no# where within the statute does it contemplate 

authorizing a community corrections officer to 

summarily direct an offender to re-commence sex 

offender treatment AFTER its completion. 

4.31 When a statute is plain and unambiguous, we derive 

its meaning from the words of the statute itself. 

State v. Keller, 143 Wn 2d 267, 276, 19 P3d 1030 

(2001). We also look to the context of the stat

ute, related provisions, and the statutory scheme 

4.32 

as a whole. [Id.] A statute is ambiguous if 

it is susceptible to two or more reasonable in

terpretations. State v. Ervin, 169 Wn 2d 815, 

820, 239 P3d 354 (2010). Plain words do notre

quire construction. If a statute is unambiguous, 

the court's inquiry is at an end. Lake v. Wood

creek Homeowner's Ass'n, 169 Wn 2d 516, 526-27, 

243 P3d 1283 (2010). 

Neither the Superior Court - nor the Department 

had the legal authority to require Bernarde 

to resume sex offender treatment. 

[MFDR - Page 8 of 13] 



4.33 Because the court lacked the legal authority to 

require Bernarde to resume sex offender treatment, 

the court lacked the legal and statutory authority 

to revoke his SSOSA based upon his subsequent ter

mination from that program. 

V - REASONS REVIEW SHOULD BE ACCEPTED 

5.1 The decision of the court of appeals upholding 

Bernarde's revocation is a clear misapplication 

of both statute, and prior decisions of this court. 

5.2 It is long settled that the "abuse of discretion" 

standard is met when a sentencing court bases its 

ruling on an erroneous view of the law. State 

v. Cawyer, 330 P3d 219, fi7, (2014, Div-2)(citing 

State v. Corona, 164 Wn App 76, 78-79, 261 P3d 

680(2011)). 

5.3 However, the Court of Appeals decision ignores 

this standard, and instead - without citing to 

any authority in support of its ill-reasoned de

cision- determines that Bernarde's failure to 

obtain review of "the trial court's 2012 order 

requiring him to resume treatment" [prior to the 

current appeal] somehow obviated the Court of Ap

peal's responsibility in reviewing the proceedings 

of the lower court. 

[MFDR - Page 9 of 13] 



5.4 Perhaps recognizing its own faux pas, the Court 

of Appeals then notes that the "trial court did 

not revoke the SSOSA because Bernarde was 'failing 

to make satisfactory progress in treatment'"; but 

because it found that Bernarde "was terminated 

from court ordered sex offender treatment." [slip

op at 5]. 

5.5 However, this is a distinction without a difference. 

The question being presented then, just as it is 

being presented now, is whether RCW 9.94A.670 grants 

the Superior Court the authority to revoke Bernar

de's SSOSA because he was terminated from a sex 

offender treatment program that the court had pre

viously terminated by court order. 

5.6 The language of RCW 9.94A.670 is plain, unambiguous, 

and well understood according to its ordinary mean

ing. That is, there is nothing for the Court of 

Appeals to interpret. [See State v. R.G.P., 175 

Wn App 131, fl13, P3d (2013, Div-2) "Where 

the language of a statute is plain, unambiguous, 

and well understood according to its natural and 

ordinary sense and meaning, the statute istelf 

furnishes a rule of construction beyond which the 

court cannot go."; citing City of Seattle v. Ross, 

54 Wn 2d 655, 658, 344 P2d 216 (1959)]. 

[MFDR - Page 10 of 13] 



5.7 Finally, the Court of Appeals compounds its error 
~6 

by attempting allege that any of the other alleged 
~ 

violations would have independently authorized 

the revocation of the SSOSA. However, this over-

looks two critically important facts: (1) The court 

revoked Bernarde's SSOSA based upon the combined 

effect of all of the allegations; and (2) the rule 

that "If the sole evidence presented to substan-

tiate the allegation is the result of a polygraph 

examination, a finding of guilt shall not be made." 

5.8 The Superior court found that Bernarde failed to 

report having unauthorized contact with minors 

between March 1 and March 15, 2013. These findings 

are based solely and entirely on statement allegedly 

made by Bernarde to the polygraph examiner. There 

is not any other evidence in the record upon which 

the court may base this finding. 

5.9 Now, although WAC 381-70-400 [rules of evidence, 

admissibility] is not directly binding upon the 

court or the department under these proceedings, 

this is the standard of evidence applicable to 

the use of polygraph examinations in revocation 

proceedings for over thirty-five years. This is 

the standard the Department applies to revocation 

proceedings of sex offenders sentenced to an in-

determinate sentence, and there is good reason 

[MFDR- Page 11 of 13] 



5.10 

to recognize its application to the facts of the 

present matter. 

There are two questions the Court of Appeals was 

required to answer on review of the revocation 

proceedings: (1) Did the Superior Court have the 

legal and statutory authority revoke Bernarde's 

SSOSA - in whole or in part - for being terminated 

from a sex offender treatment program that Bernar

de had fulfilled all obligation required by sta

tute; and (2) whether the Superior Court applied 

the correct legal standard to the facts and evidence 

presented at the proceeding. [See Rundquist, supra]. 

5.11 If either of those questions are answered in the 

negative, then Bernarde is entitled to a reversal 

and remand where the court applies the correct 

legal standard to the facts and evidence before 

it. 

5.12 

5.13 

It is incontrovertible that the Superior Court 

did not have the legal and statutory authority 

to require Bernarde to resume sex offender treatment 

based solely upon a request from the Department's 

Community Corrections Officer. 

It is beyond question that there was no evidence 

admitted at the hearing in support of the allegation 

that Bernarde had unauthorized contact with minors 

[MFD~ - Page 12 of 13] 



5.14 

5.15 

other than that derived as a result of the poly-

graph examination. 

The decision of the Court of Appeals ignores these 

fundamental truths, and alters the standards by 

which these proceedings are governed. 

Because the decision of the Superior Court was 

founded - in whole or in part - upon a misapplica-

tion of law, Bernarde was entitled to a favorable 

determination as a matter of law. The decision 

of the Court of Appeals to the contrary notwith-

standing. 

VI - CONCLUSIONS 

Based upon the foregoing facts and argument, Ber-

narde asks the Supreme Court of Washington to grant 

discretionary review of the opinion of the Court 

of Appeals. 

Date: 1-~-IS ~~ifarfJ~ 
863676 : CRCC : H-A-20 
PO Box 769 
Connell WA 99326 
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IY .· 
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHING-T~~~~~ 

DIVISION II 

STATE OF WASHINGTON, No. 44674-0-II 

Respondent, 

v. 
UNPUBLISHED OPINION 

JAMES BERNARDE, 

Appellant. 

MAXA, J. - James Bernarde appeals from an order ~evoking his special sex offender 

sentencing alternative (SSOSA) imposed following his 2003 guilty pleas to seven cotmts of 

second degree child molestation. He argues that the trial court abused its discretion in 

terminating his SSOSA, that it improperly delegated the term of his community custody to the 

Department of Corrections (DOC), and that it acted without authority in imposing community 

custody conditions relating to prescription medications (condition 13), pornographic materials 

(condition 15), and plethysmograph testing (condition 19). 1 

We hold that the trial court (1) did not abuse its discretion in terminating Bernarde' s 

SSOSA, (2) erred in not setting a term of community custody, (3) erred in imposing the 

community custody conditions relating to prescription medications and pornographic materials, 

1 In a statement of additional grounds, Bernarde claims that the trial court abused its discretion 
when it revoked his SSOSA and improperly delegated his term of community custody. Because 
these are the same issues appellate counsel raises, we do not address them separately. 



44674-0-II 

and (4) did not err in imposing the community custody condition relating to plethysmograph 

testing, with the clarification that such testing can be ordered only for treatment purposes. 

Accordingly, we affirm the trial court's termination ofBemarde's SSOSA and the imposition of 

condition 19, but remand for the trial court to set a term of community custody, strike a portion 

of community custody condition 13, and strike community custody condition 15. 

FACTS 

On October 10, 2003, Bemarde pleaded guilty to seven counts of child molestation in the 

second degree. The trial court imposed 116 month sentences and suspended all but 180 days 

conditioned on Bemarde's successful completion of a SSOSA. The trial court ordered that 

Bernarde "[u]ndergo and successfully complete an outpatient ... sex offender treatment program 

... for a period of 3 years or successful completion." Clerk's Papers (CP) at 46. The judgment 

and sentence also included a revocation clause: 

The court may revoke the suspended sentence at any time during the period of 
comnnmity custody and order execution of the sentence, with credit for any 
confinement served during the period of community custody, if the defendant 
violates the conditions of the suspended sentence or the court finds that the 
defendant is failing to make satisfactory progress in treatment. 

CP at 46. 

Bernarde successfully completed treatment in July 2009. In 2010, the trial court entered 

a written order stating that Bernarde had completed his SSOSA required treatment and 

recommended but did not require aftercare treatment. But in May 2012, Bernarde's Community 

Corrections Officer (CCO) directed Bernarde to resume sex offender treatment after Bernarde 

had failed to report having shaken hands in church with a 12-year-old boy. In September 2012, 

the trial court ordered Bernarde to continue with treatment. 

2 



44674-0-II 

On January 30, 2013, Bemarde was arrested for assaulting his wife. Because a no-

contact order prohibited Bemarde from contacting his ~ife, he moved into a local motel. 

Bemarde did not contact his CCO within 24 hours of his release from jail nor did he report his 

address change. After his release from jail, Bemarde went to his residence to gather some 

personal items and spoke with his wife while there. He also gave her a ride home after she had 

come to the motel to visit him. A few weeks later, Bemarde's treatment provider terminated 

Bemarde from sex offender treatment because he was no longer amenable to treatment in the 

community. 

In March 2013, Bemarde disclosed to his polygraph examiner that he had had unreported 

contact with children. The first incident was when he was checking into the motel and a family 

came into the lobby. The second was when Bemarde was doing electrical work at a family 

residence and the owner's children came home after school. Based on these incidents, the State 

petitioned the trial court to revoke Bemarde's SSOSA. 

In March 2013, the trial court held a revocation hearing. At that hearing, Bemarde's 

ceo testified: 

His behavior since release--since completing treatment has regressed to pre
treatment behavior. His thought processes, his self involvement and his entitlement 
are prime examples of a pre-treatment sex offender where self gratification 
becomes primary and he becomes his own self focus, which is contrary to the 
treatment that he--the tools that he was taught in treatment. 

He disregards directives from the Department of Corrections. He's disregarded 
directives from treatment providers and from the Court. 

He has been ordered, because of his behavior and thought processes, back to 
treatment by this Court and both treatment providers have validated that thought, 
the opinion that he is pre-treatment in his thought pattern, and due to his own 
behavior has been terminated from those treatment providers. 

Report ofProceedings (Mar. 22, 2013) at 77-78. 

3 
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The trial court revoked Bemarde's SSOSA based on six violations of the terms of his 

community custody: (1) failing to report a change of address within 24 hours of moving, (2) 

failing to obey all laws by violating a no-contact order, (3) being terminated from sex offender 

treatment, (4) failing to obey all laws by assaulting his wife, (5) failing to report to DOC within 

24 hours of release from custody, and (6) failing to report having unauthorized contact with 

minors between March 1 and March 15, 2013. Bemarde stipulated to the first three of these 

violations. The trial court found the latter three following an evidentiary hearing and entered an 

order revoking Bemarde's SSOSA. 

The order revoking Bemarde' s SSOSA committed him to 116 months of incarceration 

with credit for 206 days served, and included the following community custody provision: 

The Defendant is additionally sentenced to a term of community custody for that 
period oftime that equals the difference between 120 months and the period oftime 
spent in total confinement less credit time served and good time; see Appendix F 
attached hereto and incorporated by reference. 

CP at 343. The trial court also imposed various community custody conditions. 

Bemarde appeals the revocation of his SSOSA and his sentence. 

ANALYSIS 

A. ORDER TERMINATING SSOSA 

Former RCW 9.94A.670 (2002) granted the trial court authority to impose a SSOSA with 

discretionary conditions. Former RCW 9.94A.670(5)-(6). The trial court also had discretion to 

revoke the SSOSA: 

The court may revoke the suspended sentence at any time during the period of 
community custody and order execution of the sentence if: (a) The offender violates 
the conditions of the suspended sentence, or (b) the court finds that the offender is 
failing to make satisfactory progress in treatment. All confinement time served 

4 
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during the period of community custody shall be credited to the offender if the 
suspended sentence is revoked. 

RCW 9.94A.670(11). We review a trial court's decision revoking a SSOSA for an abuse of 

discretion. State v. McCormick, 166 Wn.2d 689, 705, 213 P.3d 32 (2009). A trial court abuses 

its discretion when its decision is manifestly unreasonable, or exercised on untenable grounds, or 

for untenable reasons. ld. at 706. 

Bernarde argues that because he successfully completed sex offender treatment in 2009, 

the trial court could not rely on the lack of satisfactory progress in treatment as a basis for 

revocation. However, he never challenged the trial court's 2012 order requiring him to resume 

treatment after he had failed to report two incidents of contact with minor children. At the time 

ofBernarde's revocation hearing, treatment was a condition ofhis suspended sentence, and he 

was terminated after he assaulted his wife. The trial court did not revoke the SSOSA because 

Bernarde was "failing to make satisfactory progress in treatment." RCW 9.94A.670(11). 

Instead, the trial court found that Bernarde "was terminated from court ordered sex offender 

treatment." CP 343. 

Even if we accepted Bernarde's argument that the trial court could not rely on his failed 

treatment in revoking his SSOSA, the failed treatment was not the only basis for revocation. The 

five additional violations are sufficient to support the trial court's decision;in the exercise of its 

discretion, to revoke his suspended sentence. 

Inhis statement of additional grounds, Bernarde relies on State v. Miller, 159 Wn. App. 

911, 247 P.3d 457 (2011) to argue that his violations were not as serious as Miller's and 

therefore the trial court here abused its discretion. But Bernarde's burden is to show that the trial 

5 
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court had untenable reasons or grounds for revocation. He fails to do so. The trial court found 

six violations ofhis community custody, including his failure to disclose contact with minors and 

assaulting his wife. Those violations provide a sufficient basis for revoking his SS,OSA. 

We hold that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in revoking Bemarde's SSOSA. 

Accordingly, we affirm that revocation. 

B. TERM OF COMMUNITY CUSTODY 

Bemarde argues that the trial court imposed an illegal sentence because his sentence 

combined with his term of community custody violates the statutory maximum allowed. We 

agree. 

Under RCW 9.94A.505(5), a sentencing court may not impose a sentence in which the 

terms of confinement and community custody combined exceed the statutory maximum sentence 

for the crime. The statutory maximum for Bemarde's offenses, which are class B felonies, is 

120 months. RCW 9A.44.086; RCW 9A.20.021(1)(b). The order revoking Bemarde's SSOSA 

provided: 

The Defendant is additionally sentenced to a term of community custody fot that 
period oftime that equals the difference between 120 months and the period oftime 
spent in total confinement less credit time served and good time; see Appendix F 
attached hereto and incorporated by reference. 

CP at 343. In other words, the trial court allowed the DOC to determine Bemarde's community 

custody term. 

Bemarde argues, and the State concedes, that the trial court's notation, approved in In re 

Pers. Restraint of Brooks, 166 Wn.2d 664,211 P.3d 1023 (2009), is no longer valid. In 2009, 

the legislature enacted legislation providing that the community custody term "shall be reduced 

6 
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by the court whenever an offender's standard range term of confinement in combination with the 

term of community custody exceeds the statutory maximum for the crime." RCW 9.94A.701(9) 

(emphasis added). Because Bemarde was sentenced after this statute became effective, the trial 

court was required to reduce his term of community custody to avoid a sentence in excess of the 

statutory maximum instead of delegating this task to the DOC. State v. Boyd, 174 Wn.2d 470, 

473, 275 P.3d 321 (2012). On remand, the trial court must correct this error. 

C. COMMUNITY CUSTODY CONDITIONS 

Former RCW 9.94A.700 (2003) authorized a trial court to impose conditions during 

community custody. If the trial court has statutory authority to impose a sentencing condition, 

we review the trial court's imposition of the condition for an abuse of discretion. State v. Riley, 

121 Wn.2d 22, 37, 846 P.2d 1365 (1993). 

1. Lawfully Issued Prescriptions 

Condition 13 provides: "You shall not possess or consume any mind or mood altering 

substances, to include alcohol, or any controlled substances without a valid prescription from a 

licensed physician." CP at 58 (emphasis added). Bemarde argues that the prohibition of any 

controlled substance use without a valid prescription from a "licensed physician" exceeded the 

trial court's statutory authority. We agree. 

Former RCW 9.94A.700(3)(c) (2003) allows the trial court to limit an offender's use of 

controlled substances to those with "lawfully issued prescriptions." Condition 13 is too 

restrictive because other health care providers besides "licensed physicians" can lawfully issue 

prescriptions. See RCW 69.41.030. The State concedes that condition 13 exceeds the trial 

court's authority and that it should be limited only to lawfully issued prescriptions. We accept 

7 
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this concession. We remand for the trial court to strike the language "from a licensed physician" 

from this condition. CP at 58. 

2. Pornographic Materials 

Condition 15 provides: "Do not possess or peruse pornographic materials. Your 

community corrections officer will define pornographic material." CP at 58 (emphasis added). 

Bernarde claims that the prohibition on viewing pornographic materials exceeded the trial court's 

authority and violated his first amendment and due process rights. We agree. 

In State v. Bah!, 164 Wn.2d 739, 193 P.3d 678 (2008), the trial court imposed the 

following community custody condition: "Do not possess or access pornographic materials, as 

directed by the supervising Community Corrections Officer." Id. at 743. Noting that 

"pornography" lacks a precise legal definition, the court in Bah! concluded: 

[T]he restriction on ·accessing or possessing pornographic materials is 
unconstitutionally vague. The fact that the condition provides that Bahl's 
community corrections officer can direct what falls within the condition only makes 
the vagueness problem more apparent, since it virtually acknowledges that on its 
face it does not provide ascertainable standards for enforcement. 

!d. at 758. The community custody condition at issue here is deficient for the same reasons. 

The State responds that the trial court ordered Bernarde to undergo sexual deviancy 

treatment and left the definition of"pornographic" to the treatment provider. But we find no 

such provision in the community custody conditions and certainly not in the challenged 

condition 15. Nor does the State cite any authority to support its contention that the treatment 

provider can define pornography. 
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Condition 15 is unconstitutionally vague. We remand for the trial court to strike this 

condition.2 

3. Plethysmograph Testing 

Condition 19 provides: "Submit to polygraph and plethysmograph testing upon direction 

of your community corrections officer or therapist at your expense." CP at 58 (emphasis added). 

Bemarde claims that requiring plethysmograph testing violates his right to be free from 

governmental intrusion into his private affairs. We hold that this condition is proper, with the 

clarification that the ceo can order plethysmograph testing only for the purpose of sexual 

deviancy treatment. 

Former RCW 9.94A.505(9) (2002) states that an offender is required to participate in 

crime-related treatment or counseling services. Requiring plethysmograph testing incident to 

crime-related treatment is a valid community custody condition that the trial court is authorized 

to impose under former RCW 9.94A.505(9). State v. Riles, 135 Wn.2d 326, 345-46, 957 P.3d 

655 (1998), abrogated on other grounds, State v. Sanchez Valencia, 169 Wn.2d 782,239 P.3d 

1059 (201 0); State v. Land, 172 Wn. App. 593, 605-06, 295 P .3d 782, review denied, 177 Wn.2d 

1016 (2013). However, using plethysmograph testing as a monitoring tool is improper. Riles, 

135 Wn.2d at 345. The issue is whether a condition can authorize the CCO to require 

plethysmograph testing for purposes other than treatment. 

2 We do not hold that the sexual deviancy provider cannot limit Bemarde's use of sexually 
explicit materials. We merely hold that the condition allowing the CCO to define pornography is 
unconstitutionally vague. 
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We recently addressed this issue inState v. Johnson, No. 44194-2,2014 WL 6778299 

(Wash. Ct. App. Dec. 2, 2014). We held that a community custody provision allowing a CCO to 

order plethysmograph testing is proper, but the CCO's scope of authority is limited to ordering 

such testing only for purposes of sexual deviancy treatment and not for monitoring. Johnson, 

WL 6778299, at *2. Accordingly, we affirm the trial court's imposition of condition 19, with the 

clarification that the ceo has authority to order plethysmograph testing only for purposes of 

sexual deviancy treatment. We also direct the State to provide a copy of this portion of the 

opinion to DOC and the CCO. 

We affirm the trial court's termination of Bernarde' s SSOSA and imposition of condition 

19, but remand for the trial court to set a term of community custody, strike a portion of 

community custody condition 13, and strike community custody condition 15. 

A majority of the panel having determined that this opinion will not be printed in the 

Washington Appellate Reports, but will be filed for public record in accordance with RCW 

2.06.040, it is so ordered. 

M~~J-~-·-·---------------
We concur: 

-~~-~.--
MELNICK, J. J 
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